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Editorial - What
of alternative?
David Ramsay Steele
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alternative" is what propels mindless
moderates into the soggy centre. "A genuine
alternative" is the capture of one or both of
the major parties by "dangerous extremists".
These phrases have the same factual content.
One has an added "Ah!" and the other an
"Ugh!".

 Naturally, we may not like the two options
available from Labour and Tory. But what is
the Social Democratic offer? Both Owen and
Jenkins have made strong statements in
support of continued freedom for private
education. That is welcome. But it is not part
of SDP policy, which has yet to be
formulated. How will it go down with the
heroine of Grunwick, the person who, as
Minister of Education, throttled any
discussion (during the "great debate") of the
voucher system, and who is most likely to be
the SDP's first leader?

Three planks of the Social Democratic
platform are already plain. "Public
investment in a mixed economy." Fanatical
devotion to the European Common Market.
And a compulsory "Incomes policy".
(Remember those?) The first of these
accurately describes the policies of Thatcher
and Foot alike. The second is unpopular, and
will become more so. The third has ranged
from ineffectual to disastrous on every
occasion it has been employed during the
past six thousand years.

 At any rate, that is what the SDP stands for.
Will it be appetizing enough to stop millions
voting Thatcher to keep out Foot, or voting
Foot to keep out Thatcher?


